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ABSOLUTE YACHTS AT CANNES YACHTING FESTIVAL 2023 

12 - 17 Settembre 2023 
 

Absolute Yachts returns to the sun-drenched Cannes Yachting Festival, taking place from 12 to 17 September 2023. 
Absolute’s presence in the Pantiero area at Cannes will see nine yachts afloat, three in the Fly range, five in the 
Navetta range, and the Absolute 48 Coupè.  
 
The yachts in the Fly range include the new 52 Fly, a revolutionary boat that represents a radically different direction 
in marine architecture. Everything in its ground-breaking design is intended to ensure an exceptional cruising 
experience, with sensations of comfort heightened by ample headroom, a minimal use of steps, extensive glazing and 
many other detail touches that of course include a stunning flybridge. The other yachts in the Flybridge family that 
will be in Cannes are the 56 Fly and 60 Fly.  
 
Five yachts from the Navetta family will be present, including the award-winning Navetta 75 that won the Best 
Interior Design prize at World Yachts Trophies 2022. Like all Absolute yachts, the Navetta 75 offers a sensation of 
generous space, giving the impression of a vessel of even greater size. The aft deck features Absolute’s signature 
cockpit terrace, which enhances the feel of a boundless cruising experience by highlighting the sea view. It is 
furnished with loose modular units that can be arranged as desired according to the occasion. The staterooms 
comprise a superb master suite in the bows for optimum silence and privacy, with large hullside windows and a 
spectacular full-beam bathroom. The Navetta 75 will be accompanied by four other Navetta models, 64, 58, 52 and 
48.  
 
Last but not least, the Absolute 48 Coupé embodies the sporty soul of luxury yachting, in which the brand's 
impeccable comfort is accompanied by dynamic lines and bold style. The spacious cockpit features open gunwales 
and glazed stern balustrades, while the saloon has extensive glazing offering 360° visibility. Three superb staterooms 
below offer liveability unparalleled for yachts of this size. Absolute's commitment to sustainability is demonstrated 
by the 48 Coupé's roof equipped with solar panels.  
 
Don't miss the chance of exploring Absolute's yachts at the Cannes Yachting Festival. The event, first of the season in 
Europe and considered as the most eclectic yacht show in the world, presents almost 650 boats from 5 to 50 metres 
in length, most of them afloat, in the prestigious Côte d’Azur setting.  
 
Absolute yachts will be present in the Pantiero area at stand PAN 214 - 089. For more information about the show, 
please contact us at marketing@absoluteyachts.com . We will be glad to provide you with all necessary details! 
 
 
 
Absolute Spa designs and builds luxury yachts from 47 up to 75 feet in the Navetta, Flybridge and Coupé model ranges. The company has been 
founded in 2002 and it is based in Podenzano, Piacenza (Italy). Absolute is independent both financially and in management. The different phases 
of studying, planning, and production are developed internally thanks to the merge of high-level professional competencies in the yachting industry. 
Absolute is renowned internationally thanks to our network of dealers working hand in hand with the company and are committed to its principles. 
The shipyard is extended on a 48,000 Sqm surface, using geothermic and solar solutions that can control the environmental impact. In addition, a 
filtered system purifies the air inside the production site while disposable materials are managed sustainably and properly for the environment. 
Absolute is the symbol for experience, innovation, and practicality with yachts appreciated all around the world. Today, the company has solidified 
its place inside the yachting industry worldwide by winning several international awards for the design and architectural characteristics of the 
boats.  
Website: www.absoluteyachts.com 
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